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The motion of a visco-elastic fluid contained between @TO rotating-c:rcutar cylinders whose axes are set siighgy 
apart is coneidered. An approximate solution of the Wavier-Stokes equations is obtained by a perturbafi09 
method for the case of smakl eccer&icity. The expansions contain 8 pturbat ion parameter rral&& 
ecoentricity e which is assumed to be small. The method entails the employment of asymptotic expansions of 
functions and the results thus obtaineddre valid for &ite gap between the tm oyliiders. The leading terns of 
the expansions are the exact solution to the Couetttr flow of Newtonian fluid between oonoentrio rofetin@; oylin&rk 
The transverse velocity profiles &re presented for small ecoautricity and gap, when both the cylinders are rotatkg 
with the same angular velocities in the same direction and compared with the oorresponding frasverae velocity 
proEla in Newtonjan flow. 
N O M E N C L A T U R E  
A, B Constants in the concentric problem basic flow 
*. 
a gap ratio (R, - R,) 
e eocexicity 
h radial distance between inner and outer cylinders 
R,, R, radii of inner and outer cylinders respectively - 
Bo mean radius (R1 + R,)/2 
r, 6, z cylinderical coordinates 
uo, v0 concentric problem velocity components 
u,, v, first; order velocity components 
u,, v, second order velocity components 
v,, vg, 21, velocity components 
x non-dimensional independent variable 
J A Bessel function of first kind and order X 
Y A ~ e s s e l  function of ~tecond kind and order h 
w imaginary argument of Bessel functions 
S gap ratio (cZ/Ro) 
6 eccentricity ratio (e/a) 
"I radii ratio (R1/R2) 
I*. speed ratio (0,/Q1) 
P density of the fluid 
V I  kinematic viscosity f 
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Va coefficient of visco-elasticity ($,/p) 
V3 coefficient of cross-viscosity ($,Ip) 
SZ angular velocity 
SZ,, SZ, angular velocity of inner and outer cylimders respectively 
00 concentlic problem angular velocity (vo/r) 
R Reynolds number (R, Q1 cZ/v,) 
During the last two decades a number of papei s have bEen published (namely Nikitinl, Wood2, SegeP, 
Knlinski and 08trach4 and Urban5) concerned with approximate solution of the basic flow for small eccentri- 
city. The variations in view points taken in these papers are concerned with the caordinate system employed, 
the distance between the inner and outer cylinders, the eccentricity, the rotation of the cylinders and the 
Reynolds number. A perturbation method was employed in the work of these authors and t,he ertpansions 
employed a perturbation palameter related to the eccentricity e which is assumed to be small. They used 
modified bipolai and polar coordinate bystem. In the small gap analysis all of them have sss~inied the outer 
cylinder to be fixed. 
Recently, Urban considered the flow of a viscous incompressible fluid between eccentric cylinders fo- 
small eccentricity. An approximate solution of the Navier-Stokes equations is obtained by a perturbation 
method. He obtained a second solution of the basic flow by imposing the edditional geometric restriction at 
small gap between the two cylinders and employing the asymptotic expansion of Bessel functions by Meissel's . 
series. This second solution is also examined by formulating a small gap boundary value problem. He also 
used polar coordinate system. He employs a perturbation parameter e=..(e/J). The outer boundary condition 
is also not satisfied in his case. 1s his investigation the transve~se velocity profiles are presented for the case of 
small eccentricity and when the gap 6 tends to zero. He also assumed the outer cylinder to be fixed. 
In our analysis the two dimensional flow of an incompressible visco-elastic fluid between two rotating 
?on-concentric cylinders is examined. It is assumed that there is no flow in the axial direction of the cylinders. 
An approximate solution to the basic flow is developed by a perturbation method for the case of small eccen- 
tricity, as suggested by Urban, and valid for any gap. The method entails the employment of asymptotic ex- 
pansions of Bessel functions. In  our investigation a polar coordinate system is used although it is recognized 
there exists an inherent disadvantage of handling the outer boundary condition since the outer boundary is 
not a coordinate curve. However, it will be shown that this boundary condition can be handled adequately. 
The constitutive equations of an incompressible visco-elastic second order fluid as suggested by Rivlin 
and Ericksen6 are 
where 
and 
Bij = ai,j + aj,i d- 2vtn,i vmj (3) 
where Tij is the stress tensor, gij the metric tensor, v; the velocity vector, ai the acceleration vector, p the 
pressure, comma denotes covariant differentiation and $,, $, 4, are the fluid parameters. 
Two dimensional flows between moving liearly concentric circular cylinders currently are of great 
interest in connection with the design of control mechanism for aircrafts and rockets, with experiments 
on Helium II (detection of single quanta of circulation is lofating Helium 117), r ~ t o r  sbability ppd the 
hydrodynamic stability of the lubricant film. 
Fig. 1-Non-conoentrio oylinders. 
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and the equatipq. of contin*ty i s  - - - - 
- - - _ ^ _ I _ X  _ 
- 
- 
-- - 
- -  - vcu,;i = 0 -- P - 
- .  
. .  (6) ' 
Since it is assu%ed that Dh-qe is no flow in the apial direetisn (is. vz = 0) ,  therefore the velocity and 
pressure are the f~@ion of ?$End 0 Bnly.  -Wat~n~fefequati~~T);(~,p)~ (5)wd (6) cylinderical polar 
coordinate system. The flow is governed by the steady state two dihensional equatiov of motion a d  equation 
of continuity in polar cylinderical cqoydinates. The boundary conditions for the inneg cylinder are 
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We note.t;ha$ the velocity vector a t  point P on the outer cylinder, in the figure 1, is not orthogonal to the 
position veotor of'pooint P. Therefore, it is resolved into a radial and transverse component. Then the boundary 
conditions for- a e  outer cylinder are 
($Ti) v,=- O , ~ d s i n B a + r  = R1 + h 
(4s) vo = R2 51, 1  in^^)"^ a t r  = ~ ~ + h  I (8) 
J 
Now, we assume th@t the velocity components can be expanded by a perturbation series in terms of e 
V, (P, e) = U, (r) + (r, e) -+ e2 u2 (r, e )  -1- . . . 
ve (r, 9) = v0 (4) 4- r WL (r, 9) +- 6% v2 (r, 6) 4- . . (9) 
It is noted that the leading terms in (9) are the exact solution to the concentric problenl and are given 
by 
B 
\ u0 (r) = 0, v0 (T) = Ar 4- - , 
'r +(lo) 
where I 
Ql (q2 - P)  O R z ( p - l )  \ A = - - -  B = - -LL - .  
q2 - 1 7 2 -  1 
(11) 
sz, p = -  R 1  , 7 1 = - .  
Dl Ba . - -  - i 
- - * -  -..- - 
We place a geometrio restriction upon the problem, that is, we asume e to be small in oomparison to 
d (e << d )  which implies that E << I. - 
From equations of motion, continuity and (4), the differentid equatiow for the 6rst order solutions are 
.--. , 
Z 
- . 
a'% ' a v ~  $a ~1 
.(-& --.-)- a8 ~ " e  - vl- ( -  1 as% + 
2 %  + r F - 2 - r - - - - - -  1 avl a2 ol dvl 1 aSvl 
+ P  -jF- ar2 a* r 3r3e2 " )  4 + 
34 "1 1 $u1- 1 a 2 ~ l  
e- i -k 7 1 a 4 %  - + + ( -  T i r i s  +7 
- - 
1 f4v1 - 4 - -  -$ul - 1  9% 1 j a v I  3 Q- - - r2   - - c - - - - y   _CL- - - 
q m e 3  aOar" - aw P aB2 agar r2 29 
1 : 4 ~  1 36%*-&2 3% 2 a2u1 
+ B (P * 7 F- r a 9  + ; T , B ~ - -  1'8 :? 6aU1+ 
6 1 z4v1 1 a4v1 + 7 v 1 + x  --- 
zr3@ r 38ars 
4B ' 3  9% 6 hl 1 gakl a'Y ) } 02) aPaQ + 
and 
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!he moilifiocl boundary conditions are - - -  
( i )  bl =. 0 at r = R~ 1 
l i i )  vl = 0 a t r = R l  - 1 
I (idi) ul = - Q2 a sin 0 . a t  r = R, i (14) . ,  (it,) ul = --d ( A  - --.-. cos e at r == I?, 
J 
Substituting (9) into boundary condition ( i i i )  of (8), we geb 
Now it is noted with the help of (4) that the- perturbstion parvramekr e also appears implicitly in the 
argument of the function zcl, u2 . . .Hence it is not possible to equate coe&cients of and e2 directly. This 
daculty is resolved by expanding ul and u, in Taylor series about I. equd to R,. This expansion wjIl 
exhibit explici'ly the dependence on e of ul and a2 and thus making it possible to equate coefaoienh 
, and ea directly. In the same manner the boundary condition (iv) of (8) is handled, This procedure is re- 
ferred to as 'transfer of boundary conditions' by Van Dykes. The boundary conditions are shifted from the 
perturbed boundary to the basic boundary which corresponds to s = 0. 
Biftst Order Solution for any Gap 
Equation (12) will have a solution of the type - 
* - 
a 
, 
a1 = U (r )  ieie , vl = - -- ei$ d!r 
Substituting (16) into (12) gives the following ordinary differential equation in U 
Again,'sinee S), is a real function, U is supposed- to he a-real function. We further assume that bath 
the c y l a e r s  are rotating with the same angular velocity and in the same direction. Hence from (11) 
we have B=Q. In (16) both the real ansE-im&giRbrjT piU%.@ must separately be equal to zero. Hence, the -two 
pahEular solutions that will render the real and imaginary parts of (16) to be zero are l / r 2  and a constant. 
S h e  (16) is a, fourth order equation two other solutions are further required. When two solutions are 
h o w n ,  the method of reduction of order is employed to determine the remaining solutions which are 
integrals of Begsel functions. The arbitrary constants of iniegration arising are evaluated from the boundary 
conditions (14). . . 
Thus the first order solutions of the basic fiow are , 
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where Re denotes the real part and 
Zl ( r )  = i" J1 ( w )  dr - 
where 
aAI R --.D a1 (R$) 
Dl = -. d_rl---u --.. -- I1 @2) 1 4  (RBI - 1 2  (R2) 13 (R2) 
Jl ( w )  and Y ,  ( w )  axe the Begsel functions of the first and second k i d  respectively with an imagin&ry 
. argument w and of order 1. 
The solutions given by (17) and (18) are valid for any gap and are often referred to as the finite gap 
solution. If we take o, = 0 in the argument w the solutions are in full agreement with Urban6. 
S O L U T I O N S  B Y  A S Y M P T O T I C  E X P A N S I O N S  
We will evaluate the integrals (19) arising in the solution under the assumption that both the cylinders 
are rotatkg with the same speed i.e. B = 0. Hence in this caae the argument w becomes 
- 
Ai 
u3. + Ai v8 
ergurneat of the Beasel functions c m  be expressed as s function of 6 by substituting A fmm (11) 
md a geometric relations between :.I and 6 given as 6 = 2(1 - T ) / ( T  + I) ,  r] = ( 2 -  6 ) / (2  + 6) .  
Thus, we have 
1r.1 = [ 2 ~ ( 4 ~ % ~  + ( 2 - 6 )  (22) 
f t  & ob8erved fmm (22) that for small 6 and for given values of R, s and Ro, jol is large. Therefore, we 
can employ the following asymptotic expansions which are valid for large values of w and larg wl<a. 
Prom Watsons, we have 
, 
m = o  
-. ( - - ) " ( I ,  2m + 1) 
-" ( " 4  9 a )  $ (2w)2m+1 
m a 0  
I - 
V s ~ a  el. a1 : plow df Visoo..Elastio Fluid 
- -..-.. " y,(,); (&)'I2 [sin(, - 9; 4 ) 2 ( - - )m( l 'Bm'  ( 2 ~ ) ~ ~  + 
m=O 
--. 
(24) 
m = B =  - - -- - 
where * . ,. * 
( 4 -  12) ( 4 2 -  32) - 
= I -  12 ( 8 ~ ) ~  f ... k 
m=O - - 
and 
. A  
-- 
(--)"(1,29n$l) A 4 - 2  - - ( 4 -  12) ( 4  - 37 (4  - 57  - 
13 ( 8 ~ ) "  f . . .  
m = o  - 
Substituting (21) in (18) and using (11) and the geometric relation bwtween 7 and 6 gives the following ex- 
pression 
._ 
yV 4 S 
v1 ( r x  4 = q (" ') Re ( [2  ( 2 -  ( R 2 )  '4  ( ~ 2 )  -'a (R;)'3 ( R ~ D  ' 
Now with the help of (19), (23), (24) and (25) can be evaluated which gives first order transverse velocjly. 
Erst  Or& Radial Velocity 
The analysiaof the first order m&al velocity is parallel to .that of the first order transverse velocity. 
Here we introduce a characteristic veIacity of do1. 
- - 
We get: -> . 
- -..- 
w . U1(', 0)' 
2-41 (5 ') = dQ1 (263 
Therefore the h ~ t ,  order ladial velocity. hppone~fi  s 
h, 
, 
u1 (r ,  0) = Re 1 
. ' 
(27) 
- s - 4  
R E S U L T S  A N D  DISCUSSION - " - . .  . - ~. . 
. -. 
In figures the firat order transverse velooity are platted again& x a new dimenaiodess isdependent 
variable defked as - 4 . - - . -  . - 
-6. - 
* a 
- + h 
r = R;+ 7 + hx (fro& Fig. 1) - (28) 
--. 
where h N d f e GOSO, if E << 1 and/or 6 < C 1. * - (29) 
I 116 
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1 1 Nowx has the range - 3 < x < + 3. A point in the fluid domin can now be prescribed by x 
a d  8. With the help of (28) a d  (29) we have 
€ 8 
r ;J R, [ I + ss (1 + s C O S ~ )  + wso ] . 
We have the tramverse velocity from the following equation 
N N N 
vo (x, 8) = v, (x) + ev, (x, 8) + . . . 
N N 
where vo(x) and v,(x, 8) are given from (10) and (25) after trangfo~ming r into x. 
The go (a, 8) is plotted when the both cylinders are rotating with the same speed (thal is ~ = l ) .  The 
proftles are shewn a t  8=0° and 8=180° and for eccentricity ratio 0.1 and 0.2. The values of S ancl q are 
taken as 0.05 and -0.1 respectively. It is noted that z= --h corresponds to the inner boundary and x=i 
corresponds to the outer boundary. 
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Fig. 2-Trans~erse ~elocity profile. Fig. 3-Trzu~s~erse velocity profile. 
Figure 2 depicts the transverse velocity profiles at %he location 8=0o. Here we find that the non-New- 
tonian fluid parameter reduces the magnitude of the transverse velocity in comparison to Newtonian case. 
We further note that the 6ransverse velocity in boeh the cases is less than the concentric case. Figure 3 re- 
v& the velocity profiles at  the location 0=180Q. .Xt  is interesting to note that the transverse velocity for the 
-Newtonian fluid is greater in comparison to Newtonian case. This phenomenon is due to the gap between 
the boundaries which is reduced. Here we note that the boundary condition at  the outer boundary is not 
satisfied this is due to the approximate method of bndling the outer boundary condition. We also infer 
that the difference between the nowNewtonian and Newtonian velocity profiles decreases. with the de- 
orease of eccentricity ratio. 
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